We analyze the time evolution of microwave spectral indices for 103 solar flares observed by Nobeyama Radio Polarimeters (NoRP) between 1998 and 2005. The microwave spectral index, .t/, is derived from the flux spectral index, ı.t/. We assume a flux frequency dependence of the form S. ;t/ = F 0 ı.t / in the optically thin part, i.e., above the turnover frequency, f max . Here, f max is defined as the frequency with the maximum flux among six discrete frequencies (i.e., 1, 2, 3.75, 9.4, 17, and 35 GHz). Based on NoRP observations, we find two typical types of solar flares with various microwave spectral behavior. Type I displays a soft-hard-soft pattern, while the type II flare follows a soft-hard-harder behavior in the rise-peak-decay phases at 35 GHz. Our statistical results of microwave flares confirm previous findings. Most microwave flares appear to be of type II (91 out of the present samples), which is different from the hard X-ray flares dominated by the soft-hard-soft property. Such a difference is an observational constraint for electron acceleration and transport theories in flare models.
Introduction
There is ample evidence that microwave and hard X-ray emissions are produced by nonthermal electrons in different solar atmospheric layers during flare eruption (e.g., Takakura & Kai 1966; Kiplinger et al. 1983; Nakajima et al. 1983; Gary 1985; Schmahl et al. 1985; Aschwanden et al. 1990; Aschwanden 1998; Bastian et al. 1998; Asai et al. 2001) . At present, a general way to derive physical information concerning nonthermal electrons in solar flares is to study the spectral behavior of microwave and hard X-ray emission. The spectral index can generally reflect the energy distribution of the nonthermal electron population. Therefore, the time evolution of the spectral index carries a great deal of information about nonthermal electrons after the onset of a flare.
The hard X-ray spectra of solar flares were extensively studied before. Dennis (1985) classified hard X-ray flares into three different types, designated as types A, B, and C. Type A or hot thermal flares, present very steep spectra above 40 keV with a power-law index of 7. Type-B flares are impulsive flares, which show a soft-hard-soft (SHS) pattern in the rise-peak-decay phases (Parks & Winckler 1969; Kane & Anderson 1970; Dennis et al. 1981; Dennis 1985; Grigis & Benz 2004) . In other words, the flare spectra are soft at the beginning, then harden with the flux rising, and become soft again as the flux decreases. Thus, the value of the spectral index is anti-correlated with the hard X-ray flux. Recently, Grigis and Benz (2004) found that the soft-hard-soft behavior in the rise-peak-decay phases applies not only to the whole flare, but also to the subpeaks. The further found a negative power-law dependence between the spectral index and hard X-ray flux. Type-C or gradual-hard flares are found to show a monotonic decrease of the spectral index with time. Namely, the spectrum follows a soft-hard-harder (SHH) pattern during flare development (e.g., Cliver et al. 1986; Frost et al. 1971; Kiplinger 1995) . Statistic results show that most of the flares appear to be of type B or, at least, flares with type-B characteristics dominate. Kosugi et al. (1988) found 3 thermal (type A), 62 gradual (type C), and 338 impulsive (type B) flares out of 400 events.
Quite different from the power-law spectrum of hard X-rays, solar flares display an inverted V-shape of the microwave spectrum in the flux-frequency plot (e.g., Dulk & Dennis 1982) . The radio flux increases from lower frequencies and then decreases towards higher frequencies. Thus, the microwave spectrum has a turnover frequency with the maximum flux, f max , which is related to the local magnetic field and the plasma density. Such a shape is readily explained in terms of gyrosynchrotron emission from nonthermal electrons with a power-law distribution (Dulk & Marsh 1982) . In the limit of low frequencies, the radio source is thought to be optically thick, and both the emission and absorption are important. At higher frequencies, the source is optically thin and the absorption becomes very weak. The maximum power emitted at f max corresponds to an optical depth of order unity. The number of nonthermal electrons with a power-law distribution decreases rapidly with energy, which makes the microwave flux fall accordingly above the turnover frequency. This interpretation is supported by previous observations (e.g., Schoechlin & Magun 1979) . Therefore, the microwave spectrum above the turnover frequency reflects the energy distribution of nonthermal electrons at higher energies. On the other hand, the time behavior of the spectral index in the optically thin part implies evolution of the nonthermal electron distribution after the onset of solar flares. Although the microwave spectral behavior of an individual flare has been studied in detail (e.g., Benz 1984) , the statistical result is still to be explored. Based on the Nobeyama Radio Polarimeter (NoRP: Torii et al. 1979; Shibasaki et al. 1979; Nakajima et al. 1985) observations during the past 23th solar cycle, we statistically analyze the microwave spectral evolution of solar flares in this paper.
Observations and Data Analysis
NoRP works at seven discrete frequency channels (1, 2, 3.75, 9.4, 17, 35 , and 80 GHz) with a time resolution of 0.1 s. The broad bandwidth and high time resolution make it possible to study in detail the microwave spectral evolution of solar flares. There have been more than 501 events detected by NoRP from 1998 to 2005.
It is thought that the flux spectral index, ı.t/, of the radio spectrum in the optically thin part depends on the microwave spectral index of the nonthermal electron population, .t/. Hereafter, we use the term microwave spectral index to represent the latter in brief. The two indices are related by
( 1) which refers to the solar software code "norp-alpha2delta". Note that some other forms have also been suggested, such as .t/ = 2jı.t/j + 1:25 (Benz 1984) . In order to study the microwave spectral evolution, .t/, we first derive the flux spectral index, ı.t/, from observations. An observational determination of the flux spectral index is affected by the turnover frequency of microwave spectrum (e.g., Melnikov & Magun 1998).
Turnover Frequency f max
According to NoRP observations, the turnover frequency, f max , is not fixed, but changes among three discrete frequencies, 9.4, 17, and 35 GHz, during a solar flare or for various events. Theoretically, f max is related to the local magnetic field, B, and plasma column density, N , of the radio source as f max / N 1=3 B 2=3 . Both parameters B and N can substantially change during flare eruption. It is possible that f max is not a constant in different flare phases or different events. This fact has been proved by previous observations. The value of f max is found to be around 5 GHz (e.g., Guidice & Castelli 1973) or 9 GHz (e.g., Dulk & Dennis 1982) . Bastian et al. (1998) reported that, although the turnover frequency of the loop top source is slightly different from that of both footpoint sources, it is around 9 GHz. Figure 1 shows the flux spectra at four discrete times in the rise, peak, and decay phases of the 2003 May 31 flare. The turnover frequency, f max , is 9.4 GHz in the rise phase, changes to 17 GHz around the main peak, and is back to 9.4 GHz in the decay phase. However, it switches to 35 GHz (or a higher frequency) at a later time.
Since the data contain a small number of discrete frequencies, it is possible that the detected f max deviates somewhat from the real turnover frequency of the microwave spectrum. Thus, the fitting result of ı.t/ is affected by the uncertainty of f max when we use it to do a spectral fitting. In order to avoid this problem, we have to do flux spectral fitting using frequencies greater than the detected f max . If f max is 9.4 GHz, we do spectral fitting using frequencies of at least 17 and 35 GHz. If f max is 3.75 GHz, we then use 9.4, 17, and 35 GHz. If f max is greater than 9.4 GHz, the microwave spectral index cannot be derived. For example, the microwave spectral index can be derived only at 02:19:26 and 02:24:34 UT figure 2 . In this paper, we select only those events in each where the turnover frequency is equal to, or less than, 9.4 GHz for analysis and a statistical study.
Fitting Function
In our analysis, we use the microwave flux at frequencies greater than f max for spectral fitting by assuming a flux-frequency dependence of the form (e.g., Castelli & Guidice 1976 ):
where S. ; t/ is the radio flux in units of sfu and is the frequency. A linear log-log fit is employed to yield the value of ı.t/. Note that a more complicated fitting function,
is used in the code "NoRP-alpha". The flux spectral index is ı.t/ = a 1 .t/ a 3 .t/. The fitting algorithm is very sensitive to the data quality, and the result can be strongly biased by noise at the high-frequency end of the microwave spectrum.
S/N (Signal to Noise) Ratio
In 501 events, most of the flares displayed a small peak flux or S/N ratio at the highest channel of 80 GHz. This frequency was excluded for all events when doing spectral fitting. Thus, the highest frequency of the microwave spectrum used here was 35 GHz. The fitting result was sensitive to the data at this channel. In order to rule out the noise effect, we selected big flares with the peak flux at 35 GHz greater than 50 sfu for analysis.
On the other hand, to increase the S/N ratio, it is better to integrate the flux with respect to time before doing the spectral fitting. For a test, we integrated 20 points (a time interval of 2 s) of the fluxes at 17 and 35 GHz, and then derived the microwave spectral index, noted as 20 .t/ for the 2003 May 31 flare in figure 2 . For a comparison, we also derived the spectral index, .t/, using the spectrum with a default temporal resolution of 0.1 s. As expected, 20 .t/ evolved more smoothly than .t/.
However, making a time integration may cause the loss of some temporal fine structures. Figure 3 shows the dependence of 20 .t/ versus .t/ for the 2003 May 31 flare. They have a high correlation with a coefficient of 0.987. This implies that the microwave spectral index derived from the original data do not deviate obviously from that derived from the integrated data. Therefore, in the following analysis, we describe our derivation of the microwave spectral index using data with the default time resolution.
Results
After the event selection described in section 2, 103 solar flares were left for spectral fitting. Their microwave spectral indices were derived. We found two typical types of solar flares, designated as types I and II, with different microwave spectral behavior.
Type I Flares
Like the hard X-ray spectra of impulsive flares, the microwave spectra in type I flares follow a soft-hard-soft evolution in the rise-peak-decay phases at 35 GHz. The microwave spectrum is soft at the beginning, hardens as the flux rises, reaching the hardest point at around the flare maximum, and softens again in the decay phase. According to our observations, 12 flares in the sample belong to this category. Figure 4 shows 4 examples. They generally follow the soft-hard-soft spectral pattern, and display an anticorrelation between the microwave spectral index, .t/, and the flux at 35 GHz, F 35 . Figure 5 gives plots of .t/ versus F 35 for the 1999 July 28 and 2002 September 16 flares. A negative power-law dependence can be seen.
The soft-hard-soft behavior seems to exist in the general development of solar flares. We now want to check in more detail the flare subpeaks. Figure 6 shows the time evolution of .t/ and F 35 for the 2000 July 27 flare. The anti-correlation between .t/ and F 35 is found to be valid for subpeaks during the flare.
Type-II Flares
The microwave spectra of type-II flares display a soft-hard-harder behavior. This is similar to those hard X-ray flares, whose spectra show a gradual hardening pattern (e.g., Dennis 1985) . In other words, the microwave spectra quickly softens as the flux at 35 GHz rises, reaches the softest point before the flare maximum, and then continuously hardens, even in the decay phase. Thus, the microwave spectral index monotonicly decreases with time after it reaches its maximum in the impulsive phase. In our sample, 91 flares of this type were discovered. Figure 7 shows 6 examples. The anti-correlation between .t/ and F 35 can be seen in the rise phase, while the correlation becomes positive in the decay phase.
Each type-II flare has a softest point, at which the spectral index reaches its maximum, max . The flare peak flux at 35 GHz is delayed from the time of the softest point. 
Conclusions and Discussions
We statistically analyzed the microwave spectral evolution of 103 solar flares observed by NoRP between 1998 and 2005. The spectral index was derived from the formula .t/ = 1:1OEı.t/ 1:2, where ı.t/ was obtained by fitting the spectra, assuming S. ; t/ = F 0 ı.t / in the optically thin part. We found two typical types of solar flares with different microwave spectral behavior. Type-I flares display a soft-hard-soft spectral evolution pattern, while type-II flares follow a soft-hard-harder behavior in the rise-peak-decay phases at 35 GHz. Our results are consistent with a previous study (e.g., Benz 1984) .
We discovered 12 type-I and 91 type-II flares in the sample, respectively. Figure 10 plots their distributions against the flare durations at 35 GHz. There is no significant difference between the distributions of the two types of flares. The most important result obtained from our analysis is that the soft-hard-harder pattern is dominant in the microwave flares. Melnikov and Magun (1998) studied 23 microwave flares, and found that nearly all events indicate hardening of electron spectra. The soft-hard-harder pattern implies that highly energetic electrons have a longer lifetime, or a second acceleration contribution to them (e.g., Melnikov & Magun 1998) . On the other hand, the type-I flares are very small compared with the type-II flares. On the contrary, most of the hard X-ray flares appear to have the soft-hard-soft characteristic, as noted earlier (Kosugi et al. 1988 ). Such a difference gives an observational constraint for electron acceleration and transport theories in flare models. It would be an interesting work to compare in detail the microwave and hard X-ray spectral behavior of solar flares in the future.
Microwave emission from solar flares includes a thermal component. Microwave spectral evolution is affected by this component, especially in the decay phase.
Since the nonthermal component decreases rather rapidly and the thermal component increases gradually with time in the decay phase, the microwave spectrum would continuously harden with time in the decay phase. The hardening due to the thermal component in the decay phase would be significant, especially in the case of flares with small flux densities at higher frequencies. For example, the thermal component may make a significant contribution in the decay phase of two events in figure 4. The microwave flux densities at 35 GHz after 02:01 UT for 1999 July 28 flare and also after 23:50:20 UT for the 2001 September 8 flare continuously increase, and are finally equal to, or greater than, those at other channels. Thus, their microwave spectra show rapid hardening, and ultimately we cannot perform a spectral fitting.
